Here's a sneak peek of what to expect

It’s finally happening – Huda Beauty is officially launching in India with Nykaa.com! Waiting until your next holiday or asking your best friend’s sister’s colleague to hook you up is now a thing of the past because they’re launching with the entire collection – eyeshadow palettes! Highlighter palettes! Lip contour pencils! Lip strobe liquid lipsticks! Oh, and the lashes, too! Take a sneak peek of what to expect below. Including the gorgeous... gorgeous liquid
sneak peek of what to expect below, including the gorgeous, gorgeous liquid strobe lipsticks which have become an instant favorite.

Don’t forget to shop the collection on the 19th of January – and let us know what you get!
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Sujay Ghosal — Good information. I really enjoy your blogs and you are an inspiration to me! I try this for Ship to india from …
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Anjali Jatain — Wow....this is big opportunity to connect with the world wide booming E-commerce industry. Online …